
Choosing Your
Mobile Champion

Welcome, Player One
This is the start of your mobile journey. Whether you’ve 

played the game of taking on a new mobile project 
before or this is your first time, this eBook will help  

guide you to maximum ROI and customer satisfaction.

Your Objective:
Choose a Mobile Player to help you achieve your business 

goals and delight your customers
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Native Mobile Apps Delivering Rich, 
Device-specific  Functionality

Introduced by Steve Jobs in 2008

Typically require engineers with specific skill sets 
in either Android or iOS development

-App store controls publishing of app (and has 
the right to deny an app)
-All app updates must go through app store
-Accessed via an icon on the user’s home screen

Designed to work offline

Can take advantage of 
all device hardware

-Knowledge of Swift or Objective-C5

-Must upload to Apple App Store

-Typical approval period: 2 days

$99 fee per year6

-Average salary: $116,0248

-Knowledge of Java or Kotlin5

-Can upload to multiple app stores

-Typical approval period: few hours

-$25 one-time fee6

-Average salary: $111,670

Native Mobile Apps are device-specific mobile 
experiences that users can download to their 
device via an app store. They can integrate with 
device hardware–like the camera, geolocation, 
gyroscope, push notifications, address 
book–for an experience that feels truly native 
to the user’s device.

App surpassed 1 million downloads 
thanks to their outlandish “Whopper 

Detour” marketing campaign9

The Hilton Honors App is enabling 
guests to control their “connected 

rooms” with their smartphones, and 
garners over 200,000 downloads 

monthly10

Play Disney Parks app takes 
advantage of geolocation and 
beacon technologies to provide 

location-based games to guests in 
the parks 

1

Consumers are used 
to native apps

Often requires separate 
development for Android and iOS

Only accessed and 
updated via app 

store 

Requires a large 
amount of storage



3.7 billion mobile web 
users in 201811

61
percent of retail site 
visits come from 
mobile11

53
percent of mobile 
website visits are 
abandoned if load 
time is longer than 3 
seconds11
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Mobile Websites The World Wide Web,
On the Go

When we think of the mobile web, a few terms 
come to mind. Here’s how you can differentiate 
these commonly used web phrases:

May require web developer for initial development 
with a typical salary starting around $60,00012

Can be managed by non-developer long-term

Multiple web content management platforms 
exist to expedite development (WordPress, Craft, 
Adobe Experience Management, etc.)

Changes can be published instantaneously and 
are readily available to user

Development costs can range greatly based on 
scope

Accessible on all devices

Easily accessible via a 
mobile web search engine

Mobile-friendly Website
A webpage that can be accessed on a mobile device, but 
may require some zooming and scrolling 

Responsive Website
A website that dynamically changes its content and 
layout based on the device that it’s accessed on

Mobile First Website
A website that is primarily designed for mobile and 
desktop is a secondary consideration

puts a large search bar right at the 
top of their mobile home page for 

easy searching and browsing

 mobile website features 
easy-to-click CTAs, minimalistic 

design, and clearly made-for-mobile 
graphics that make it a breeze to 

explore

keeps their mobile home page 
simple with just a few relevant 

promotional cards and a 
restaurant locator

High discoverability

Brand controls 
publishing and edits

No seamless way for users to save 
to home screen for re-accessibility

Limited ability to 
integrate native 
device hardware

Requires connectivity 
to access
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created by Google

technical requirements

second or less load 
time required on a 3G 
network
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Progressive Web Apps Bringing Native Functionality 
to the Web

Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) are web experiences 
built with the highest standards of user 
experience in mind. Capable of native 
functionalities like offline caching, integration to 
geolocation and gyroscope, and push 
notifications without any app store download.

May require web developer for initial development 
with a typical salary starting around $60,00012

Requires technical compliance with PWA 
standards as set by Google

Develop once for all browsers and   
operating systems

Can be written in any language

Works Offline

Fast load times, even in 
low service areas

Fun Fact: the original idea for Progressive Web 
Apps came about from a casual post-conference 
chat in a pub in London between Google’s Alex 
Russell and Microsoft’s Jeff Burtoft years prior. 
Now that’s what we call a power hour.

saw 103% increase in weekly users 
after rebuilding mobile web 

experience as a PWA

built a PWA version of their 
rewards and mobile ordering 

platform that runs 2x faster than 
its previous web experience

No app store 
download

Uses a fraction of 
native app space

Functionality inconsistent across 
operating systems

Adoption still growing

serves their mobile and desktop web 
experiences as PWAs which have a 
65% increase in pages per session



Discoverable via the 
mobile web

Discoverable via 
app stores

Instant updates

Offline functionality

Push notifications

Integrates with native 
device hardware

Develop once and 
works across all form 
factors and operating 
systems

Native App Mobile Web PWA

Comparison Chart

Choose Your Mobile Champion
The time has come. You know their strengths, 
weaknesses, and secret weapons. Here are our 
final recommendations before you choose your 
Mobile Player:

Native Mobile Apps
They were great 5 to 10 years ago...but this method of engagement has lost steam for B2C brands 
due to low adoption and engagement rates. Unless you’re willing to shell out a lot of cash for 
development and upkeep, and are prepared to have a team dedicated to disruptive app download 
campaigns (hello, Burger King!), then Native Mobile Apps may not be the player for you. 

Mobile Websites
Every B2C brand should have a mobile website. Period. But remember, there’s a big difference 
between a good mobile website, and a bad one. B2C brands should focus on building responsive, 
easy to navigate mobile websites for customers that want a quick overview of your brand, 
products, and services. Brands that choose a mobile website as their Mobile Player should 
remember that this player doesn’t have to work alone, but can actually work well in conjunction 
with Native Mobile Apps and PWAs for a well-rounded strategy.

Progressive Web Apps
As far as abilities go, PWAs are hard to beat. By combining the power of native hardware 
capabilities with the accessibility of the web, PWAs are a perfect Mobile Player for any brand 
that wants to connect to their customers in every moment of their journey. If you’re looking to 
hack your mobile strategy, we highly recommend considering PWAs as your next mobile move. We 
mentioned a few brands that were rocking PWAs and seeing some amazing results, but there are 
a few more we wanted to give major props to!
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